
• Kitemark approved 
• 5 year guarantee
• Seamless aluminium body
• Lever operated valve
• Corrosion resistant finish
• Water with retardant + AFFF foam 

extinguisher agent
• Reinforced rubber hose with pressure 

connections on FABF6
• Spray Nozzle
• 35kv dielectric tested
• Zinc plated Bracket (on FABF6)

MODEL: 

FS2YF/FC
FABF6

FIRECHIEF  
F-PLUS FOAM FIRE 
EXTINGUISHERS

+44 (0) 330 999 0019 sales@firechiefglobal.com firechiefglobal.com

FS2YF/FC
100-1099

FABF6
100-1510

KM 510169
BS EN 3



FIRECHIEF  
F-PLUS FOAM FIRE 
EXTINGUISHERS
The Firechief F-Plus is a multi-class, lightweight and non-corrosive 
fire extinguisher which contains a unique solution designed to tackle 
A, B or F rated fires.  This versatility allows you to replace traditional 
water, foam and wet chemical extinguishers with one solution.  
F-Plus extinguishers are most suited to extinguishing liquid fires such 
as those involving diesel or petrol but can also be used on paper or 
wood fires.

This product contains retardant and AFFF (Aqueous Film Forming 
Foams) which forms a film over the burning liquid or soaks into 
materials so that the foam starves the fire of oxygen, preventing 
flammable vapours from escaping while the water cools the fire. 

F-Plus Foam Fire Extinguishers offer comparable F ratings 
and significantly enhanced A and B ratings compared to wet 
chemical units of similar size.    With a 27A fire rating, the 
FABF6 can tackle a sizeable fire. The 233B rating offers the 
ability to tackle flammable liquid fires involving large amounts 
of fuel and a big surface area and this extinguisher also comes 
equipped with a 75F rating which means it can be used in 
kitchens and on deep fat fryers fires.

With a seamless aluminium body, these extinguishers are 
corrosive free with  robust handles designed to prevent 
deforming and rusting, even in severe conditions and a robust 
plastic base to avoid contact with the floor.

MODEL: 

FS2YF/FC
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For more information contact: Firechief Global, 3 Lands End Way, Oakham, Rutland,  UK, LE15 6RB   |  Imported into EU by: Sentura Group (Ireland) Ltd, Joyce House, 21-23 Holles Street, Dublin 2, Ireland
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Model FS2YF/FC FABF6
Product Code 100-1099 100-1510

Capacity (ltr) 2 6

Fire Rating 8A 70B 25F 27A 233B 75F

MED Approval NO NO

Throw Range (m) 2 3

Discharge Time (secs) 21 57

Working Bar Pressure 11 11

Temperature Range (°C) (0°+60°) (0°+60°)

Product Height (mm) 380 545

Product Diameter (mm) 108 160

Filled Weight (kg) 2.65 7.8

Carton Height (mm) 380 590

Carton Length (mm) 120 170

Carton Width (mm) 120 175

Carton Weight (kg) 2.7 8.5

Product EAN 5055377953539 5055377958916


